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MotoGP mourns the loss of Simoncelli

The cloud that has hung over the motorsport community in the week 
following Dan Wheldon’s death in an Indy Car accident darkened on 
Sunday when it emerged that Italian MotoGP rider Marco Simoncelli 
succumbed to the injuries he sustained in a crash on lap two of the 
Malaysian Grand Prix. The former 250cc world champion was just 24 
years of age.

The Gresini honda rider lost control of his RC212v exiting turn 11, 
a fast right hander that leads onto the back straight. While usually his 
accident would have been a relatively harmless lowside, where the front 
of the bike falls away and the machine and rider slide towards the outside 
of the corner, it was tragic that Simoncelli’s bike regained grip and speared 
the Italian towards the racing line where ultimately Colin edwards and 
Valentino Rossi had no time to react and avoid their rival.

Simoncelli’s death comes just one year since Showya Tomizawa died 
in a similar crash during the Moto2 race at Misano. This was however the 
first death in the premier class since 2003 when Daijiro Katoh perished 
in the Japanese Grand Prix. In a horrible twist of irony Katoh also rode 
for the Gresini squad. The death of any rider obviously places a terrible 
burden onto their team but one can only imagine what Fausto Gresini 
must be going through.
Simoncelli arrived as a bubbly 15 year old

Simoncelli came to the MotoGP paddock in 2002 as a highly touted 
european 125cc champion and though it took him some time to adjust 
to like on the world championship stage it was clear from the flashes of 
speed that he had the potential to be a star in the future. Due to his size, 
over six foot, Simoncelli was ill equipped for the 125cc machinery and 
though he took two victories it was clear that the intermediate 250cc 
class would be much more suitable for him.

This proved to be the case even though Marco had to wait two years 
to take his first victory in the class, in front of his home fans at Mugello 
after a stunning battle with hector Barbera that saw the pair clash on 
the start finish straight and Barbera suffer a huge accident. This race 
encapsulated a lot about what Marco would be known for in the future: 
superb speed coupled with fearless riding.

Once he took that first victory the floodgates opened and Simoncelli 
went on to take the 2008 world title aboard the Gilera. The champion 
decided that he wanted to defend his title in the final ever 250cc world 
championship but his defence took a huge knock in preseason when a 
motocross accident left him with a wrist injury and forced him to miss 
the opening race of the season. It wasn’t until round four in France that 
he took his first win of the season but from that point onwards he was 
superb taking another five wins and roaring back into title contention.

Ultimately a crash at the final race of the season put paid to any 
chance of retaining the title but with a move to MotoGP already assured 
Simoncelli looked primed to move onto the biggest stage of Grand Prix 
motorcycle racing. his rookie year was marred by a series of heavy testing 
crashes but by mid season Simoncelli had found his feat and his speed. 
The season ended with his first front row start and the promise of a 
factory honda bike for the coming year.

Throughout 2011 Simoncelli looked very much like the coming man 
of MotoGP taking front row starts in six consecutive races, including two 
pole positions, and consistently challenging at the front of the field. even 
so because of a series of accidents it took until the Czech Grand Prix in 
August for Marco to finally spray champagne. This came on the heels 
of a challenging summer that saw Simoncelli criticised by a number of 
riders including Jorge Lorenzo and Dani Pedrosa for his aggressive style 
of racing.
A newfound fan favourite

This aggression may not have gained him any favours amongst his 
rivals but it certainly won him a legion of fans. At races this year it was 
amazing to see the vast number of afro wigs, in deference to Simoncelli’s 
hairstyle, that fans sported. By the British Grand Prix at Silverstone it was 
clear that with Rossi now struggling aboard the Ducati that many fans 
had started to look elsewhere for a rider to follow. Simoncelli’s friendly 
and colourful persona off the track and fiery determination on the bike 
made him an obvious choice for many fans.

Since taking his first rostrum finish Simoncelli had looked much more 
settled and the maturity of his performance in his penultimate race at 
Philip Island showed a new found maturity. In taxing conditions the 
Italian finished second to Casey Stoner and while all around him his 
rivals were crashing the Italian moved serenely to the podium.

Like so many racers before him it looked like he had suddenly flicked a 
switch and found the balance between speed and aggression. With this 
knowledge it was clear that Marco was well placed to challenge at the 
front of the field and taking his first win was surely just around the corner. 
With a new two year deal to ride factory honda machinery having just 
been announced earlier in the month it was clear that Simoncelli was well 
placed for a title challenge in 2012. 

The greatest tragedy of all is that no one will know just how much 
“Super Sic” could have achieved in MotoGP. The world was quite literally 
at his fingertips such was the speed that he had showed throughout the 
season. even with Rossi, Lorenzo, Stoner and Pedrosa all racing next 
season it was clear that Simoncelli would be one of the star attractions 
on the grid.

Simoncelli’s greatest rival was Dovizioso whose thoughts were echoed 
by many within the racing community: “Marco was a strong rider and he 
always pushed hard,” said Dovizioso. “We raced together since we were 
kids, I saw him always pushing to the maximum, he crashed many times, 
but without major injuries, he was seemed invincible.”

“What happened today seems impossible,” continued the Italian. 
“In these circumstances, words don’t seem to be appropriate. What 
happened today seems impossible.”

Simoncelli 
warming up at 
Silverstone 
earlier this year

Greyhounds Dundalk Stadium

Michael Finnegan’s hareem 
carries local hopes in the final 
of the Fairways hotel 525, going 
ahead at Dowdallshill this 
Saturday night.

The two-year0old ran a career-
best in the semi-final, finishing 
second to the likely favourite for 
the decider, Pauline’s Pride. She 
was drawn on the inside and a 
quick exit from traps had in front 
going down the back. 

But she couldn’t quite match 
the finishing speed of Pauline’s 
Pride, and was beaten just over 
four lengths. The winner’s time of 
28.96 was a competition fastest. 

The other semi-final was won 
by Ravens Rock, but in a slower 
time, 29.323.

Owned by Niall McMorrow 
and trained in Dublin by Tony 
hyde, the Droopys Maldini bitch 
didn’t pass the trailblazing Val 
until nearing the last bend, but 
once in front galloped away  from 
the rest, winning by four lengths 
from Val in 29.32, with Whetstone 
Snowy taking the third.

hareem is well drawn in the 
final, occupying the three box. 
Pauline’s Pride goes from five.

The line-up is: 
33 Gainstown Mike (Droopys 

Scholes-Bims Girl: Owner/
trainer: Jamie Slevin, Navan.

33 Whetstone Snowy (Droopys 
Vieri-Fois Gras) Owner: Gerard 
Barrett, london; trainer: anthony 
Rooney, Balbriggan.

32 hareem (Droopys Maldini-
Glynnscrossalice) Owner/trainer: 
Michael Finnegan, Dundalk.

32 Val (Top honcho-Priceless 
Pearl) Owner: alban lawless, 
Svetiana Kostadino; trainer: 
Martin lanney, Navan.

11 Paulines Pride (Royal 
impact-lemon Rita) Owner: 
Pauline Dunne, co laois; trainer: 
Francie Murray, crookedwood, 
co Westmeat5h.

21 Ravens Rock (Droopys 
Maldini-Smurfing cara) Owner: 
Niall McMorrow, Dublin; trainer: 

Tony hyde, Dublin.
The aintree crew Syndicate, 

most of whose members are 
based around the Darver and 
Dromiskin area, consolidated its 
third position place in the 2011 
owners table with aintree Katie 
running the race of her life to 
win a graded  affair on Saturday 
night’s programme. 

The win for the 3-year-old 
bitch puts acS on fifteen wins, 
eleven behind Dominic hegarty, 
the ‘Skryne’ man. She ran in an 
a5 but came in with Open class 
time, 28.94, after scooting clear 
early on and then romping home 
ten lengths clear of her nearest 
rival.  

Michael’s runner carries local hopes in Fairways final
By Joe Carroll

haViNG come to prominence 
with the advent of UFc and having 
demonstrated its devastating 
effectiveness, BJJ (Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu) a non striking martial art is 
rapidly growing its presence in 
ireland. 

local Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu team 
‘Team Torres-cia Paulista’ recently 
dispatched a squad of ten novice 
fighters to compete in the inaugural  
‘First irish BJJ cup’ and between 
them they managed to take home 
an impressive tally of six medals 
including gold. 

With squad members chosen 
from four clubs spanning north 
and south, including members 
from the local club Martial arts 
School of Fitness, the team had a 
true all-ireland dimension.  The 
squad was composed of male and 
female students ranging in age 
from 17 to 43.

Team Torres is led by Brazilian 
native Seabastiao Torres who is both 
a BJJ Black Belt and Judo black belt 
and who himself is no stranger to 
competition having won numerous 
National, international, european 
, South american and Brazilian 
titles and who alongside teaching 
the clubs and delivering seminars 
still finds time to compete at the 
highest levels.

Sebastiao was delighted with his 
team’s performance. he said: “The 

team i brought to the first irish 
BJJ cup are a relatively novice but 
dedicated squad and for the vast 
majority of them this was their first 
competition. 

“Without exception they 
acquitted themselves well with 
many, having tasted success, 
looking forward to the forthcoming 
irish championships.”

Not ones for succumbing to 
complacency, the local club 
members are busy preparing 
themselves for the both the 
Nationals in October and 
the grading in November. 
Whilst providing competition 
opportunities for its members the 
club equally has many members 
who do not compete but rather 
train for the physical, mental and 
self defence benefits that training 
in BJJ provides. 

BJJ unlike many other martial 
arts as does not involve striking but 
is recognised as a street effective 
form of self defence as well as a fun 
sport. if you want to be the next 
UFc champion or simply want to 
train in what is the fastest growing 
martial art on the planet then why 
not check it out.

 The club trains in the Martial art 
School of Fitness, Joycelyn Street 
on Saturdays mornings from 10am 
to 11:30am. New members always 
welcome.

Great BJJ debut for
Team Torres novices

Tullyallen Karting Club
The Tullyallen Karting Club Winter Chamionship will take place over six rounds. The dats 
are as follows: October 31; November 27; December 27; January 29; February 26 and 
March 18. 

The first two rounds will take place at Athboy race track with venues for the other four 
rounds to to be confirmed at a later stage. People can follow the club at www.tullyallenkarting.
com or on Facebook. For more information, contact Brian Morris on 086 1018798.

Team Torres

Patrick Finnegan of 
Clan Chullainn park 
gearing up for the 
Winter Chamionship

ROUND two of the Supercross Cup series 
took place in the pleasant surroundings of 
River Vally Park in Swords on a beautiful 
but blustery autumn day on Saturday. 

Racing got underway at 11.30 with the 
6 lap, B race. The Cuchulainn club was well 
represented with five riders lining up on the 
start line. Adding to his second placing in the 
first round, Gary Sheils was to go one better 
and take top of the podium with a superb 
performance. Taking the lead on lap one and 
holding it to the finish in a time of 43:29. 

hot on his tubs was follow clubman/
TransAlper, Seamus Mcevoy also in his first 
season of Cyclocross, moved through the 
field, from fourth after the first lap, finishing 
a strong second, in a time of 44:15 a mere 
46 seconds adrift. 

For the spectators the big draws were the 
plank jumps, where the riders were able to 
showcase their skills in either bunny hopping 
the boards or in the ability to dismount, lift 
their bike and then remount at pace. 

The other big draw on this course was 
a slippery, off-camber left hand turn which 
seemed to challenge many of the riders and 
caused numerous unplanned dismounts.

In his first outing of the CX season, Karl 
Dolan bagged himself a top ten finish in a 
time of 46:21, the stingers of hills proving 
little difficulty to the big man.

Young Aaron McCann was to be the next 
club man home in 20th position in a time 
of 48:56. Another day spoiled by punctures 
for Declan McCabe, picking up some thorns 
from a recently cut hedge at the start line 
caused havoc with many riders picking up a 
dreaded puncture. In the A Race, held over 
8 laps, Johnny McCabe came in a creditable 
16th position in a time of 57:41. Robin 
Seymour from Team WORC took the win.

Ulster Cyclox Series
Two Cuchulainn CC riders braved to 

monsoon/paddy field conditions that were 
to be found at Seacourt, in Larne for the 
third round of the Ulster CycloX Series on 
Sunday. 

At 1pm the main event took place, the A 
cyclo-cross race, with 30 riders lined up and 
gridded on the start line for the 10 lap race. 
When the whistle blew, the mass of riders 
sprinted up along the rain socked pitch to 
the first right hand turn into the course. 
From the line Roger Aiken (Banbridge 
CC), shot off with Ray O’Shaughnessy and 
JohnnyMcCabe and the rest of the field in 

hot pursuit. O’Shaughnessy moved through 
to second position until a technical  put an 
end to his chances, finishing in 5th position. 
McCabe finishing in the top 10 and taking 
the first Super Vet scalp for his troubles.

Roger took the lead after the first 
cornor and held this to the line putting on 
a fine display of riding composure in the 
atrocious but very enjoyable conditions (‘it 
will make you stronger lad !! if you survive 
the pleurisy). A big thank you to the hard 
working members of Team Madigan for 
setting up and running an excellent event. 

Next up is round three of the Supercross 
Cup at Corkagh, Dublin, on Saturday, 
November 5. Then on Sunday 6th its round 
four of the Ulster Cycolcross Series at Moria 
Demesne, Belfast.

An Post Rás na mBan
Last week the ladies within Dundalk’s 

Cuchulainn Cycling Club held a meeting 
to discuss their plans for the 2012 season. 
In a few short years the number of within 
within the club has grown substantially and 
there was members present from underage 
right through the ranks. The number 
of women within Irish cycling has also 
grown considerably over the last decade. 
Ireland now hosts a series of womens 
only competitive cycling leagues and also 
europe’s biggest amateur female stage race 
The An Post Rás na mBan. 

This five day race is held in September 
each year in Kerry and is the highlight of 
the Irish calendar. The club’s women have 
ambitious plans to enter a Dundalk team in 
this event in 2012. A number of the club’s 
riders had their first taste of competitive 
racing this year and were able to mix it with 
the countries top racers. 

In addition to competitive cycling the 
club’s new womens reps Michelle Dolan 
and Kathleen Bryne are looking to make 
sure that all aspects of women’s cycling are 
covered from under-age cycling through to 
touring and completing such arduous events 
as the Wicklow 200km event.

Meanwhile in the Cyclocross race held 
in Swords on Saturday last Gary Shiels and 
Seamus Mcevoy made it a club first and 
second in the support race. Gary was first 
man home with 45seconds to spare over 
Seamus. Karl Dolan also placed in the top 
10, with Aarann McCann further down the 
field. In the A race Johnny McCabe again had 
a top showing in the super vets category.

CYCLING Cuchulainn Club
Five star show by 
Cuchulainn riders

Some of Dundalk;s top women 
cyclists whom hope to compete in 
the An Post Rás na mBan in 2012


